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 Abstract. The fractional Brownian motion of index 0 < H < 1, H-FBM, with d- 
dimensional time is considered on an expanding set TG , where G  is a bounded convex domain  
that contains 0  at its boundary. The main result: if 0 is a point of smoothness of the boundary, 
then the log-asymptotics of probability that H-FBM does not exceed a fixed positive level in TG 
is (H − d + o(1)) log T, T>>1. Some generalizations of this result to isotropic but not self-similar 
Gaussian processes with stationary increments are also considered. 
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1. Introduction.  
This note is the sequel to ( Molchan-1, 2017) where we considered the log-asymptotics of  
probability  
},1)({)(pT  TttP   ,    T  ,                                                 (1.1) 
where dH Rttwt  ),()( is the fractional Brownian motion, FBM,  with the Hurst 
parameter 0<H<1, and dR is a ball containing 0 at its boundary . FBM is a centered 
Gaussian random process with multivariate time and the correlation function         
)(5.0)()( 222 HHHHH ststswtEw   ;                                               
)(twH  is self-similar, isotropic and has stationary increments, i.e. the following  
    )}({)}()({ 00 twtwtOtw H
H
HH                                                       (1.2)             
 holds in the sense of the equality of finite-dimensional distributions provided  that  1R ,  
)(dSOO , and dRt 0 are fixed . 
The result for the one dimensional time and )1,0(  is well known (Molchan, 1999):  
 ),1(1log/)(p log T oHT        T .                                          (1.3) 
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Aurzada et al (2016) made more precise the remainder term o (1) and extended the 
result (1.3) on some processes with stationary increments. The papers by Dembo et al 
(2013) and  Aurzada et al (2016) showed the essential role of the time discretization for 
the persistence probability analysis. The current state of the persistence problem can be 
found in the surveys (Bray et al, 2013; Aurzada and Simon, 2015). 
The persistence exponent (the main term in the asymptotics of type (1.3)) depends 
on the position where the considered process is equal to 0. According to (Molchan, 
1999), if this position is an internal point of   , then for a large class of self-similar 
processes  
).1(log/)(p log T odT    
 
In the report (Molchan, 2005), the author put forward the hypothesis that for dH Rttwt  ),()(  
and 
1]1,1[]2,0[  d  
)1(log/)(p log T odHT  .                                                             (1.4) 
Partially this hypothesis was confirmed in (Molchan-1, 2017) where (1.4) was proved for any 
spherical domain  containing 0 at its boundary. Our goal is to prove the following  
Proposition 1. Suppose that  is a d-dimensional bounded convex domain that 
contains 0 at its boundary  . If  is smooth in a vicinity of 0, then (1.4) holds 
for dH Rttwt  ),()( .  
Moreover 
The lower bound. Let dRtt ),(  , 0)0(    be a  centered  Gaussian process such that 
a) )(t is isotropic and has  stationary increments ; 
b) HtktE 22 )(  , t  and    HtctE 222 ~)(  as t  ,  where 10  H . 
  Assume, }0:{ )1(  tRt d  is the tangent plane to    at 0  . Then                                                           
),1)({)(ln ddH ZTttPTT                                               
with any 2/1 . If, moreover, the process is self-similar, i.e. )()( twt H , then  
},1)({)(ln  TttPTT dH    
with any )2/( Hd . 
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The upper bound.  Assume in addition to (a,b)) that )(t has  an absolutely continuous power 
spectrum measure dRdfdF   ,)()( such that 0)()(   gf  ,  where 1),(  Rxxg is a 
bounded continuous decreasing function and 


dx
x
xg
20 1
)(log
 .                                                                             
Then    
Hd
T TTcp
 )lnexp()(  .                                                                    
Note that for the fraction Brownian motion  HttE 22 )(    and Hdсf 2)(    . 
The key point of our proof is the following functional  
   ))(( 11 ini in MtF  ,  
 where it   is a suitable onto-mapping 
dZZ 1 and ),...,1),(max( nitM in   . A conceptually 
similar functional was used in (Molchan -2, 2017) to find the persistence exponent for the 
Integral fractional Brownian motion considered at the domain ),( TTT  . 
 
2. Preliminaries.  
Assume that  is a d-dimensional bounded convex domain and 0 is a point of smoothness of its 
boundary  . Then there exist a suitable ball )( 0tBr  and a cube )( 0sKL   , such that 
)()(0 00 sKtB Lr  .                                                                        (2.1  
Here 0r and L  are the size parameters and 00 , st   are the centers of the considered figures. 
In addition, all these three domains have a common tangent plane at 0. 
Relation (2.1) implies the following estimates of probability (1.1):           
))(()())(( 00 sKpptBp LTTrT  . 
Hence to estimate the persistence probability )(Tp  for isotropic processes we only need to 
consider two central-symmetric domains,  eeK d  ]1,1[)(1   and )(1 eB , with the center    
)0,..,0,1(e . 
In what follows we shall need the following interpolation Lemma. Implicitly, similar 
statements are often used in persistence probability analysis (see e.g. Aurzada  and Monch,2016; 
Molchan-1, 2017). 
Lemma 2. Let dT Rtt ),(  be a random process, }{ iT tU   is a  net for T , i.e. 
Tii tB )( ; )),(sup()( VttVM    and }:{# TiiT UttU  .  
If )(t has stationary increments, then for  ca   and 0b  
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)))0((())(())(())(( caBMPUaMPcUMPcMP TTTT        (2.2) 
and 
 )))0((()()()( bBMEUbUEMEMUEM TTTT                                 (2.3) 
Proof. One has 
  TTk UTkkUtTT UMttBMUMM     )(:))())(((max)()( . 
Therefore 
TT UTUTT
RcUMPcacUMPaMP  ))((),)(())((   ,                         (2.4) 
where 
)))())((()( cattBMPcaPR kkkUU TT     . 
Due to stationary increments of )(t , we have 
)))0((( caBMPUR TUT    .                                                           (2.5) 
Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we get the right-hand part of (2.2). The left-hand part is obvious. 
To prove (2.3), note that 
  ))())(((max bttBMb kkUtU TkT   . 
Hence, the stationarity of )(t increments implies 
 )))0((( bBMEUbE TU T   .                                                      (2.6). 
Now (2.3) follows from (2.6) and from the relation 
TUTTT
UMMUM   )()()( . 
 
Let  TT , ][:  TZU dTT  is the set of integer-valued points in T   . 
Corollary 3. Let dRtt ),( ,  0)0(   be a  centered Gaussian process with stationary 
increments  such that  22 )( tctE  , 1t  , for some 0  . Then 
)()ln)(()0])([(    СTTTMPTMP   ,                                       (2.7) 
TСTEMTEM ln])([)(0     ,                                                             (2.8) 
where dС   )( . 
Proof. Relation (2.7) follows from (2.2) with 0с  and Ta ln . Indeed, dT cTTU  . 
Since 1,))()(( 22   cttE  , the Fernique (1975) inequality for )(t  gives  
dxxcrcBMP
r
)2/exp()))0((( 21    ,    2/1)41( dr  .                              (2.9) 
Whence 
 )ln)0((( 1 TBMPUT  dссT  )2/( 2  , 0TT   , 
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which proves (2.7) with dc  )2/()(  . 
 Obviously, (2.9) leads to the moment estimation: 
)(
1 )ln))0(((

    cTTBMEUT , 0TT  .                                 (2.10) 
Now (2.8) follows from (2.3) and (2.10). 
Lemma 4. Let dRtt ),(  , 0)0(    be a  continuous centered Gaussian process  with 
stationary increments  such that  
                                       
HtktE 22 )(  , t                                                                       (2.11) 
and 
                                        HtctE 222 ~)(  as t  ,                                                            (2.12) 
where 10  H  and ba ~  means that 1/ ba  . Then 
                               )(~)(   EMcTTEM H ,                                                                     (2.13) 
where  is a bounded domain containing 0 , 0 . 
Proof. The conditions (2.11, 2.12) guarantee the weak convergence of the scaled process 
)()( TtTtZ HT  , t  to the fractional Brownian motion )(twH , t  as T  on 
),]1,1([ RС d  (see Whitt, 2002, Theorems 11.6.5 and 11.6.7). 
Due to (2.11), 
H
T tktEZ
22 )(   . Applying the Fernique inequality (2.9)  to )(tZT , we get  
dxxcrcMP
rHZT
)2/exp()))(( 2   . 
This estimate is uniform in the parameter T. Hence, taking into account the weak convergence of 
)(tZT  to )(twH , we may conclude that  
)()(lim  HT wZT cEMEM . 
 This proves (2.13).  
With any centered Gaussian process tt),(  is associated the Hilbert space of functions 
)(H with reproducing kernel  ),(),()(),( ststEstK   ( Lifshits , 2012). By definition 
the set of functions ),,()({ stKtks  }s  is dense in )(H  relative to the norm  
2/1)),(( jijisi aassKka i   . 
Lemma 5.  Let 
dRtt ),(  , 0)0(    be a  centered Gaussian  process with 
stationary increments . Assume that )(t has an absolutely continuous power spectrum measure 
dRdfdF   ,)()( such that 
                                     0)()(   gf  ,                                                                            (2.14) 
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where 1),(  Rxxg  is a bounded continuous decreasing function, and  


dx
x
xg
20 1
)(log
                                                                            (2.15) 
Then there exists continuous function )(t )( dRH   such that 0)0(  and 1,1)(  tt . 
 Proof. Under conditions (2.14, 2.15) there exists an integer function of the exponential type   
1),( RxxU   such that 0)( xU  , )()( xUxU  and for any 0  
                                               )(/)(sup xgxUx  .                                                                (2.16)               
(see Inozemtcev and Marchenko,1956). 
Consider   
)()()(  UUv   ,  dR                                               (2.17) 
and show that  2)(/)()( fLfv    .  
 This fact follows from the finiteness of  dfUI )(/)(2 . One has 
    dgfggUI )()](/)([)](/)([ 21  
        dffggU )()](/)([)](/)[ 221  . 
 
Due to (2.14, 2.16),  
    dgсI )(( 1 ))(1  df  . 
The last expression is bounded because )0()( gxg   and )(1)( 1 dRLf   for any 0 . 
Similarly we conclude that 1)( LU   : 
   dgfcdggUdU )0()()()](/)([)([ . 
Because )(xU is an even integer function of the exponential type, the same is true for 
dRU  ),( . 
Applying the Paley-Wiener theorem (Yosida,1968), to 1)( LU    we conclude 
that )(U  is Fourier transform of a continuous finite function )(tu . 
Due to the spectral representation of the reproducing kernel  
     dfeestEstK siti )()1)(1()()(),( ),(),( , 
the mapping  
2),( 1),()(: f
ti
s LestKtkH    
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generates the isometric embedding of H into
2
fL . Moreover, the value )(tk of Hk )(  is the 
projection of )(k onto 1),( tie  in 2fL  . 
Hence, projecting 2)(/)()( fLfv    on the elements }1{ ),( tie  we get the following 
function from )( dRH  : 
    dfet ti )()()1()( ),(    dUUe ti )()()(1( ),(  
    ))1)(0()/()(()2(   ddd ututu  . 
Because )(tu  is finite, we have: сt )(  for at  with. some constants ac, . Moreover, 
0c for any 1  because 0)( xU , and therefore 0)()0()2(    dUud . 
  It is easy to see, that the desired function with parameters 1 ac is cat /)/( . 
 
3. Proof of the main result. 
 The lower bound 
As we mention above to estimate  },1)({)(pT  TttP   from below it is sufficient to 
consider the domain ed  ]1,1[ , )0,..,0,1(e . 
Step 1. Let us consider the process )(t  at integer points dZt . We shall need a suitable 
onto-mapping it : 
dZZ 1 with the following properties: 
 The curve iti    should be ‘continuous’: 
 Ltt ii  11                                                                            (3.1) 
and should consistently cover the surfaces }:{ nttSn  of different levels, i.e. the following is 
implied: 
 jitt ji  , 
where  )(1max

 tt d . 
Let us divide the surface nS  into two disjoint zones 
1
nS  and
2
nS .Consider two points 
1
ni St   and 2nj St  such that ki tt   for any ik   and mj tt   for any  jm  . In this case, we 
want to have ji  .  In other words, at first the curve iti   covers the zone 1nS  and then 2nS . The 
curve may exit from the second zone to the first, but not vice versa. 
 To specify the zones, note that nS  consists of (d-1)-dimensional faces }21,{ dSn   . If 
nt  is the center of nS  and 
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)}/11(:{ˆ nnnn LnttStS                                                         (3.2) 
where 1nL  is a slowly varying function , then  ndn SS ˆ2 12    by definition. 
If 2d , 1nS  as the complement of 2nS is a connected zone. Therefore the above-described 
way of numbering of the lattice vertices, dZt , is quite feasible with given 1nS  and 2nS .   
In the case 2d , 1nS  consists of 4 disjoint pieces.  Therefore our curve has to connect them by 
means of an exit on a surface of level 1n , 1nS . 
 Step 2. With the above numbering of dZt  we consider the following functional 
   )( 11 ini in MF   ,                                                                (3.3) 
where  )( ii t   , ),...,1,max( niM in    , 00 M . 
It is obvious that 
                                                nnn MMMF  0 ,                                                                  (3.4) 
  )()( 11 iiii M   ,                                                           (3.5) 
                                                0)( 1  ii M  if ji tt  and ji   .                                           (3.6) 
Hence, from all preimages of a fixed point t, the functional nF  takes into account only one of 
them, namely, the smallest index associated with that point. 
Let nN  be the ordinal number of the last point t  of the level n . For simplicity we introduce a 
new symbol: 
)(  nFF
nN
,  d]1,1[ , 
Obviously 
                                               ])([  nMM nN    . 
As above, }),(sup{)( AttAM   and dZAA ][ . 
One has 
  )())1(()( 11 iSt i MnFnF ni     211 :)(2 nniSt i Mni   
It is obvious that 
0)(]))1([(])([ 112  nnn SMnMnM  .                            
Therefore 
   )(2))1(()( 12 iSt i MnFnF ni  .                                           (3.7) 
Consider 10  q  and ][qnm  . By (3.4), 
])([])([)()(  mMnMmFnF  . 
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Using (2.8, 2.13), one gets 
)(ln))()((  EMmncnСmFnFE HHH        
ncqnC HHH ln)1(   .                                              (3.8) 
On the other hand, due to (3.7), we have  
   )(2))()(( 12 iSt in mk MEmFnFE ki  . 
Therefore  
   ),,)(max())()((
2
1 nkmStMEcnmFnFE kiii
d    .                  (3.9) 
Since (3.5), one has 
niiMiiii RMPnEME ii   )0(ln1)()( 11     ,                   (3.10) 
where   
                                      )ln( 1 nER iin  . 
Using (3.1) and stationarity of the increments of )(t , we get 
 )ln))0((( nBMER Ln   
By (2.10), we can continue 
                                     
)( cnRn nd ,                                                                                    (3.11) 
where )( is a linear function of   .  
Combining (3.8-3.11) we get  
 ),0(max{ln  iidH MPncn  },2 nkmSt ki  .                      (3.12) 
Taking into account the stationarity of the increments of )(t  and the following symmetry: 
)()( tt    , one has 
    ii M )( iDM  ,    },...,1,0,{ ikttD iki  . 
Suppose that 2)()1( ),...,( ni
d
i Sttt   , nti )1( . Then, by (3.2),  
][
n
KDi  ,  1],[]2,0[  dnnnnK  , 
where nn Ln / . 
Hence ])([)(
n
KMDM i    and 
),0(max{  ii MP   },2 nkmSt ki )0])([( , nmKMP  ,          (3.13)             
where 
nknm qnkmLk   },/min{, .                                                     (3.14)               
The estimate (3.13) does not depend on the assumptions nti )1(  since the process )(t is 
isotropic. It remains to combine (3.12), (3.13), and (2.7) to get 
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 ncn dH ln/  )0])([(
,nm
KMP  )ln()(( nn qqMP   ,                             (3.15)               
where )(]1,1[ 1 eKe
d    and )0,..,0,1(e . 
By setting 
                       Tqq
H
nn /1))ln((   ,  )/(ln nnn  , 0  
and assuming the self-similarity of )(t ,  we  get the desired relation for )()( twt H : 
)/(ln)1)(( TcTTMP dHwH
  , )()2/( HdHd   . 
In the general case, (3.15) implies 
                         ncn dH ln/ )0])([( nqMP    
or 
                          )/(ln)1])([( TcTTMP
dH  , )(2/1 Hd   , 
where dZTT ][ . 
The upper bound  
To estimate  },1)({)(pT  TttP   from above it is sufficient to consider the spherical 
domain dReB  )(1 with center )0,..,0,1(e . The desired estimate  
Hd
T TTcp
 )lnexp()(                                                                   (3.16)               
for the fractional Brownian motion was obtained in the paper ( Molchan-1, 2017). The proof uses 
only two facts: 
(a) )(~)(   EMcTTEM H and 
(b) existence of an element )(t )( dRH   such that  1,1)(  tt . 
The sufficient conditions for (a,b) are contained in Lemmas 4-5. Therefore, the upper bound 
(3.16) can be considered as proved. 
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